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Abstract

Feature selection is often an essential data processing
step prior to applying a learning algorithm� The re�
moval of irrelevant and redundant information often
improves the performance of machine learning algo�
rithms� There are two common approaches� a wrapper
uses the intended learning algorithm itself to evaluate
the usefulness of features� while a �lter evaluates fea�
tures according to heuristics based on general charac�
teristics of the data� The wrapper approach is generally
considered to produce better feature subsets but runs
much more slowly than a �lter� This paper describes
a new �lter approach to feature selection that uses a
correlation based heuristic to evaluate the worth of fea�
ture subsets When applied as a data preprocessing step
for two common machine learning algorithms� the new
method compares favourably with the wrapper but re�
quires much less computation�

Introduction

Many factors a�ect the success of machine learning on a
given task� The quality of the data is one such factor�
if information is irrelevant or redundant or the data is
noisy and unreliable then knowledge discovery during
training is more di�cult� Feature subset selection is the
process of identifying and removing as much of the irrel�
evant and redundant information as possible� Machine
learning algorithms di�er in the amount of emphasis
they place on feature selection� At one extreme are al�
gorithms such as the simple nearest neighbour learner
which classi�es novel examples by retrieving the near�
est stored training example using all the available fea�
tures in its distance computations� Towards the other
extreme lie algorithms that explicitly try to focus on
relevant features and ignore irrelevant ones� Decision
tree inducers are examples of this approach� By testing
the values of certain features decision tree algorithms
attempt to divide training data into subsets containing
a strong majority of one class� This necessitates the se�
lection of a small number of highly predictive features in
order to avoid over�tting the training data� Regardless
of whether a learner attempts to select features itself
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or ignores the issue feature selection prior to learning
can be bene�cial� Reducing the dimensionality of the
data reduces the size of the hypothesis space and al�
lows algorithms to operate faster and more e�ectively�
In some cases accuracy on future classi�cation can be
improved� in others the result is a more compact easily
interpreted representation of the target concept�

Algorithms that perform feature selection as a pre�
processing step prior to learning can generally be
placed into one of two broad categories� One ap�
proach referred to as the wrapper �John Kohavi and
P�eger 
���� employs�as a subroutine�a statistical
re�sampling technique �such as cross validation� using
the actual target learning algorithm to estimate the ac�
curacy of feature subsets� This approach has proved
useful but is very slow to execute because the learn�
ing algorithm is called repeatedly� For this reason
wrappers do not scale well to large datasets contain�
ing many features� Another approach called the �lter
�John Kohavi and P�eger 
���� operates indepen�
dently of any learning algorithm�undesirable features
are �ltered out of the data before induction commences�
Filters typically make use of all the available training
data when selecting a subset of features� Some look
for consistency in the data�that is they note when
every combination of values for a feature subset is as�
sociated with a single class label �Almuallim and Di�
etterich 
����� Another method �Koller and Sahami

���� eliminates features whose information content is
subsumed by some number of the remaining features�
Still other methods attempt to rank features according
to a relevancy score �Kira and Rendell 
���� Holmes
and Nevill�Manning 
����� Filters have proven to be
much faster than wrappers and hence can be applied to
large data sets containing many features� Their general
nature allow them to be used with any learner unlike
the wrapper which must be re�run when switching from
one learning algorithm to another�

This paper presents a new approach to feature selec�
tion called CFS �Correlation�based Feature Selection�
that uses a correlation based heuristic to evaluate the
worth of features� The e�ectiveness of CFS is evaluated
by comparing it with a well known wrapper feature se�
lector that uses a speci�c learning algorithm to guide



its search for good features� The results presented in
this paper show that CFS compares favourably with
the wrapper but requires far less computation�

CFS� Correlation�based Feature

Selection

Feature evaluation

At the heart of the CFS algorithm is a heuristic for eval�
uating the worth or merit of a subset of features� This
heuristic takes into account the usefulness of individual
features for predicting the class label along with the
level of intercorrelation among them� The hypothesis
on which the heuristic is based can be stated�

Good feature subsets contain features highly correlated
with �predictive of� the class� yet uncorrelated with
�not predictive of� each other�

In test theory �Ghiselli 
���� the same principle is
used to design a composite test for predicting an exter�
nal variable of interest� In this situation the �features�
are individual tests which measure traits related to the
variable of interest �class��
Equation 
 �Ghiselli 
���� formalises the heuristic�

Merits �
krcfp

k � k�k � 
�rff
�
�

where MeritS is the heuristic �merit� of a feature
subset S containing k features rcf is the mean feature�
class correlation �f � S� and rff is the average feature�
feature intercorrelation� Equation
 is in fact Pearson�s
correlation where all variables have been standardised�
The numerator can be thought of as giving an indica�
tion of how predictive of the class a group of features
are� the denominator of how much redundancy there is
among them� The heuristic handles irrelevant features
as they will be poor predictors of the class� Redun�
dant attributes are discriminated against as they will
be highly correlated with one or more of the other fea�
tures�

Feature Correlations

Classi�cation tasks in machine learning often involve
learning from categorical features as well those that are
continuous or ordinal� In order to have a common basis
for computing the correlations necessary for Equation

 continuous features are transformed to categorical
features in a preprocessing step using the supervised
discretisation method of Fayyad and Irani �
����� A
measure based on information theory estimates the de�
gree of association between nominal features�
If X and Y are discrete random variables Equations

� and � give the entropy of Y before and after observing
X �

H�Y � � �
X
y�Y

p�y�log�p�y�� ���

H�Y jX� � �
X
x�X

p�x�
X
y�Y

p�yjx�log�p�yjx�� ���

The amount by which the entropy of Y decreases re�
�ects the additional information about Y provided by
X and is called the information gain �Quinlan 
�����
Information gain is given by

gain � H�Y ��H�Y jX� ���

� H�X��H�X jY �

� H�Y � �H�X��H�X�Y ��

Information gain is a symmetrical measure�that is
the amount of information gained about Y after ob�
serving X is equal to the amount of information gained
about X after observing Y � Unfortunately information
gain is biased in favour of features with more values
that is attributes with greater numbers of values will
appear to gain more information than those with fewer
values even if they are actually no more informative�
Furthermore the correlations in Equation 
 should be
normalized to ensure they are comparable and have
the same e�ect� Symmetrical uncertainty �Press et al�

���� compensates for information gain�s bias toward
attributes with more values and normalises its value to
the range �	� 
��

symmetrical uncertainty � ��	�

�
gain

H�Y � �H�X�

�
���

Searching the Feature Subset Space

The purpose of feature selection is to decide which of
the initial features to include in the �nal subset and
which to ignore� If there are n possible features initially
then there are �n possible subsets� The only way to �nd
the best subset would be to try them all�this is clearly
prohibitive for all but a small number of initial features�
Various heuristic search strategies such as hill climb�

ing and best �rst �Rich and Knight 
��
� are often
applied to search the feature subset space in reasonable
time� CFS starts from the empty set of features and
uses a forward best �rst search with a stopping crite�
rion of �ve consecutive fully expanded non�improving
subsets� Best �rst search is also the preferred search
strategy to use with the wrapper �Kohavi 
�����

Applying CFS to Machine Learning
Problems

Figure 
 shows the stages of the CFS algorithm and
how it is used in conjunction with a machine learn�
ing algorithm� A copy of the training data is �rst dis�
cretized using the method of Fayyad and Irani �
����
then passed to CFS� CFS calculates feature�class and
feature�feature correlations using symmetrical uncer�
tainty and then searches the feature subset space� The
subset with the highest merit �as measured by Equa�
tion 
� found during the search is used to reduce the



dimensionality of both the original training data and
the testing data� Both reduced datasets may then be
passed to a machine learning algorithm for training and
testing�
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� The components of CFS�

Locally Predictive Features

Because correlations are estimated globally �over all
training instances� CFS tends to select a �core� sub�
set of features that has low redundancy and is strongly
predictive of the class� In some cases however there
may be subsidiary features that are locally predictive
in a small area of the instance space� CFS includes a
heuristic to include locally predictive features and avoid
the re�introduction of redundancy�

Experimental Results

Experiments with the basic version of CFS described
above have shown that it can be of use to machine
learning algorithms in terms of improving accuracy and
comprehensibility of induced models �Hall and Smith

���� Hall 
����� In this paper we look at how CFS
compares with a well known wrapper feature selector�
This section present the results of experiments designed
to compare the performance of common machine learn�
ing algorithms after feature selection by CFS with their
performance after feature selection by the wrapper� In
particular the accuracy of learners and the size of mod�
els produced after feature selection are compared� In
addition the execution time of CFS is compared with
the wrapper�

Machine Learning Algorithms

Two machine learning algorithms representing two
diverse approaches to learning were used in the
experiments�a probabilistic learner �naive Bayes� and
a decision tree learner �C�����
Naive Bayes employs a simpli�ed version of Bayes

formula to classify each novel example� The posterior

probability of each possible class is calculated using con�
ditional probabilities for feature values and prior proba�
bilities of classes estimated from the training data� each
novel instance is assigned the class with the highest
posterior probability� Due to the assumption that fea�
ture values are independent given the class the naive
Baye�s classi�er�s predictive performance can be ad�
versely a�ected by the presence of redundant features
in the training data�
C��� �Quinlan 
���� is an algorithm that summarises

the training data in the form of a decision tree� Along
with systems that induce logical rules decision tree al�
gorithms have proved popular in practice� This is due
in part to their robustness and execution speed and to
the fact that explicit concept descriptions are produced
which users can interpret�
C��� �grows� decision trees recursively using a

greedy approach to decide which attributes to test at
the nodes of the tree� An information theoretic mea�
sure similar to symmetric uncertainty guides the pro�
cess� C��� can sometimes over�t training data result�
ing in large trees� In many cases feature selection can
result in C��� producing smaller trees�

Wrapper Feature Selection

The MLC�� machine learning library �Kohavi et al�

���� was used to provide results for the wrapper� Ten�
fold cross validation of the training data was used to
provide an estimate of the accuracy of feature sets with
respect to a particular learning algorithm� The same
search strategy and stopping criterion as CFS are em�
ployed by the wrapper�

Experiments

Twelve standard datasets drawn from the UCI collec�
tion �Merz and Murphy 
���� were used in the experi�
ments� they are summarised in Table 
� These datasets
were chosen because of the prevalence of nominal fea�
tures and their predominance in the literature� Three
of the datasets �australian lymphography and horse�
colic� contain a few continuous features� the rest contain
only nominal features�
Fifty runs were done for each machine learning al�

gorithm on each dataset with features selected by CFS
and by the wrapper� In each run a dataset was ran�
domly split into a training and testing set �sizes given in
Table 
�� CFS and the wrapper were applied in turn to
the full training set to select features� Separate training
and testing sets consisting of features selected by CFS
and features selected by the wrapper were created and
each machine learning algorithm was applied to these
dimensionally reduced datasets�
Table � shows the results of feature selection for naive

Bayes� results for naive Bayes with no feature selection
�All features� are shown as well� Accuracies give the
percentage of correct classi�cations averaged over the
�fty trials� Results for CFS are shown in bold if they
show signi�cant improvement over the corresponding
result for the wrapper and vice versa� A ��� or ���



Table 
� Datasets used in the experiments
Dataset Features Max�min

feature

values

Classes Train

size�

test size

mushroom �� ���� � ���������

vote �� ��� � �������

vote� �� ��� � �������

australian �� ���� � �������

lymph �	 ��� � 	��
�

primary�tumor �� ��� �� �������

breast�cancer �� ���� � �	��	


dna�promoters 
� ��� � �	���

audiology �� ��� �� ��	���

soybean �� ��� �	 �
�����

horse�colic �� ����� � �������

kr�vs�kp �� ��� � ���������

sign shows where results for CFS are signi�cantly bet�
ter or worse than when no feature selection is performed
�all the features are used� and similarly for the wrap�
per� Throughout we speak of results being �signi��
cantly di�erent� if the di�erence is statistically di�erent
at the �� level according to a paired two�sided t�test�
Similarly Table � shows the results of feature selec�

tion for C����

Table �� Accuracy of naive Bayes with feature selection
by CFS and the wrapper�

Dataset CFS Wrapper All features

mushroom 	��
� ����� 	���


vote 	
��� 	
��� 	���


vote� �	�
� ���	
 �����

australian �
�	� �
��� �����

lymph ����� ������ �����

primary�tumor ����� ������ �����

breast�cancer ����� ���	�� �����

dna�promoters ���	� ����
� �	���

audiology �
���� ����� �����

soybean 	���	 	��		 	����

horse�colic ����� ����� �����

kr�vs�kp 	���� 	���� �����

Discussion of Results

CFS outperforms the wrapper four times for naive
Bayes and �ve times for C��� while the wrapper out�
performs CFS three times for both learning algorithms�
Furthermore as shown by the entries marked with ���
or ��� in the tables CFS improves the accuracy of the
learning algorithms more times and degrades accuracy
fewer times than the wrapper does� For naive Bayes
CFS improves accuracy eight times and degrades accu�
racy only once� the wrapper improves accuracy seven
times but degrades accuracy four times� For C���
CFS improves accuracy twice and degrades accuracy
twice� the wrapper improves accuracy three times but
degrades accuracy �ve times�
It appears that the wrapper has some di�culty on

datasets with fewer examples� Cross validation ac�
curacy estimates can exhibit greater variability when

the number of examples is small �Kohavi 
���� and
the wrapper may be over�tting these datasets in some
cases� CFS on the other hand does not need to reserve
part of the training data for evaluation purposes and
in general tends to do better on smaller datasets than
the wrapper�
Figure � shows how feature selection by the wrap�

per and the CFS a�ects the size of the trees induced
by C���� Bars below the zero line indicate that fea�
ture selection has reduced the size of the trees� The
graph shows that both feature selectors reduce the size
of the trees induced by C��� more often than not� The
wrapper tends to result in somewhat smaller trees than
CFS�
Figure � shows the average number of features se�

lected on each dataset by the wrapper using naive Bayes
and by CFS� CFS generally selects a similar sized fea�
ture set as the wrapper�� In many cases the number of
features is reduced by more than half by both methods�
CFS executes many times faster than the wrapper�

On a Sparc server 
			 a single trial took one cpu
unit or less to complete for all datasets except kr�vs�
kp which averaged � cpu units� By comparison the
wrapper ranged from 
�� cpu units to complete one trial
on breast�cancer to over �			 cpu units to complete one
trial on kr�vs�kp� The wrapper is cubic in the number
of features whereas CFS is squared in the number of
features�

Table �� Accuracy of C��� with feature selection by
CFS and the wrapper�

Dataset CFS Wrapper All features

mushroom 	��

� ������ 		�
	

vote 	
��	 	
��� 	
���

vote ����� ������ �����

australian �	���
 ����
 ����	

lymph ����� �����
 �
���

primary�tumor ����� �	�
�� ���		

breast�cancer ���	� ����� �����

dna�promoters �����
 ����� ���
�

audiology ����� �
�
�� �����

soybean ����� �	��
 �	���

horse�colic ����	 �
�
� �����

kr�vs�kp 	����� ������ 		���

Conclusion

This paper has presented a correlation�based approach
to feature selection for machine learning and compared
it with the wrapper�a well known feature selection
technique that uses the target learning algorithm to
guide its search for good features� The experiments
have shown that in many cases CFS gives results that
are comparable or better than the wrapper� Because
CFS makes use of all the training data at once it can

�The number of features selected by the wrapper using
C
�� is very similar� Note that because CFS is a �lter� the
feature sets it selects are the same regardless of the �nal
learning algorithm�



give better results than the wrapper on small datasets�
CFS is much faster than the wrapper �by more than an
order of magnitude� which allows it to be applied to
larger datasets than the wrapper�
Many applications of machine learning involve pre�

dicting a �class� that takes on a continuous numeric
value� Future work will aim at extending CFS to han�
dle problems where the class is numeric�
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Figure �� Average change in the size of the trees induced
by C��� when features are selected by the wrapper �left�
and CFS �right��
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